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	 A multiple mesh gear dynamics computer program has been continually
develo ped and modified during the last three years under NASA funding; see
Reference 1. The original single mesh program was expanded to include
e p icyclic gear systems with internal, buttress, or helical tooth forms. This
NASA contract includes the following modifications: variable contact
friction, planet cage and ring gear rim flexibility options, user friendly
o p tions, dynamic side bands, speed survey option, and combining the single 	 1
mesh and multiple mesh o ptions into one generai program. In addition to the
	
1program Modifications, the program was evaluated by comparing calculated
values to published test data and to test data taken on Hamilton Standard
turboprop reduction gearbox.
h. Analysis Approach
The basic assumptions of References 1 and 2 for the theoretical
derivations a p ply in addition to the following assumptions for the flexible
p lanet carrier and ring gear rim development and the sun-planet(s) or ring-
p lanet(s) options:
1. The flexible ring gear rim and carrier flexibility option is assumed
to he only along the lines-of-action of the respective gear meshes.
2. The static output torque is assumed to be divided evenly among
either the planet carrier segments or the ring gear rim segments,
depending on the type of planetary system.
3. Any radial component of motion is assumed to he secondary to the
tooth-pair motion along the line-of-action.
4. The damping of carrier and ring rim segments is assumed to be
insignificant relative to the tooth-pair meshing damping.
5. For the non-planetary cptions, the in put torque and speed are assumed
to he at the sun gear for the sun-planet(s) option and at the
planet(s) for the ring-planet(s) notion.





	 The first p rogram modification incorporates a more accurate, variable
contact coefficient of friction model. This utilizes the method of Kelley and
results in lower flash temperatures, provided the constant coefficient of




The next modification adds flexibility to the planet carrier and ring
gear rim by introducing azimuthal (along the line-of-action) degrees-of-
freedom between each planet for each carrier and ring rim section. This
results in more than doubling the number of first-order equations to be solved
numerically, i.e. (6n + 2) e q uations, where n is the number of planets. The
effect of this modification on the dynamic results has not been resolved. The
check cases run to check the analytical model and computer code resulted in
numerical instabilities. i,ases that had been successfully run without the
added degrees-of-freedom were difficult to obtain converged solutions for with
reasonable carrier flexibilities. The analytical approach and system
equations were successfully checked by obtaining average system natural
frequencies from the eigenvalue solution and comparing against known results.
The problem most likely is associated with the code used for the numerical
solution of the system equations.
Another program modification makes the program more user friendly.
Changes were made to allow for varying levels of input. The basic level
requires only the basic geometric and operational data (rpm, torque) with the
other values being defaulted. At the higher levels more and more of the
detailed information is required. This type of input should be helpful to the
gear designer where at the early design phase the basic level (level 1) is all
that is req uired. Whereas at the final design phase all three levels will be
required. In addition, the output was refined for better understanding of the
results.
The dynamic side band o p tion modification allows the user to investigate
the effect of run-out error on the input pinion (sun) for a single mesh of two
external gears. A sinusoidal error distribution is applied after the tooth
error solution is obtained, to simulate runout error. The solution is
obtained for each tooth mesh and the maximum summary tables are output. The
loads are saved and can he used for a Fourier analysis to obtain a frequency
spectrum for sideband evaluations.
Another program modification was the addition of a s peed survey option
thereby allowing the user to investigate tooth p air loads for a range of input
s peeds. The maximum load is located and the corresponding s peed is used for
the remaining stress calculations.
The final modification was to incor porate the option for a single mesh
into the multi p le mesh program for both spur and helical gears. Both
sun- p lanet(s) and ring olanet(s) options were added for either s pur or helical
gears. The sour gear cases were compared to the closed form solutions from
the single mesh program with the results giving excellent correlation. Thus,
the validity of the multiple mesh program's numerical solution was also




The first test case used for the program evaluation was a Stoeckicht 2K-H
planetary gear system with three planets and spur gear teeth. Strain gauge
data was available through published articles (JSME) for three different
static load cases; References 6, 7 and 9. The dynamic loads predicted by the
theory were within the reported range of + 2 x standard deviation (i.e., 95%)
of the ex perimental data. The theoreticaT loads were near the high side of
the experimental load range for the highest static load, near the middle of
the range for the middle load, and near the lower experimental limit for the
lowest load case. In each case, the theory underestimates the loads at high
speeds but this is most likely due to the sun gear's re ported effective mass
being too large, causing the peak resonance to theoretically occur at a lower
speed. Various combinations of tooth errors were ap p lied to the two lower
load cases resulting in good correlation between the experimental load range
and theoretical load range.
In addition to the non-synchronous system, a similar planetary with
synchronous meshing was also tested with high static load. The theory
correlated well with the experimental range. However, the test results
indicated that a non-tooth meshing natural freq uency existed in the operating
range which influenced the dynamic tooth loads. The analytical model is for
tooth meshing responses only and, therefore, could not predict this mode.
The second system used for program evaluation was a three planet
p lanetary used in the PT-6 series of aircraft engines. The strain gauge data
available was for a very limited speed range. The theory p redicted stresses
considerably higher than the reported experimental stresses, more so for the
higher load case. The lower load cases had better correlation with generally
conservative theoretical predictions. Various effective masses were tried to
examine the effect In the peak res ponses. The result of decreasing the masses
was to shift the speeds at which resonance occurred to higher speeds. The
effect resulted in better correlation between the test and the theoretical
data. However, a basic problem exists when comparing analytical to
ex perimental stresses of gear teeth for dynamic response. Strain gauge size
and location can influence the results significantly. Frequently the gauges
are used as the load transducers by calibration from a known static load. The
PT-6 data, thoiigh, was reported as stress only.
The last system compared was a Hamilton Standard first-stage turboprop
reduction gearbox. Limited gear tooth strain gauge data was available for
four levels of loading. For the lowest load case, the theory yielded low
estimates of the stresses, especially at higher s peeds, while for the higher
load cases the theory predicted conservative stress levels. The strain gauge
data had to he used directly because a static load calibration had not been
doiie. Therefore, the same problems exist for this data as with the PT-6
data. A s peed survey was done comparing loads with and without profile
modifications. The speed survey illustrated the effect of a fixed center
inpi:t pinion versus a floating pinion.
	 The analytical model assumes a fixed
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center and with the non-synchronous meshing resulted in an unequal load share
between the planets (idlers) for portions of the operating range. The actual
test setup had a floating pinion which resulted in nearly equal load share
Therefore, the analytical capability of a floating sun should be given
consideration for future development.
In general, the correlation between the test data and the program was
good. The program predicted the general location of the natural tooth meshing
frequencies, which in itself is a major accomplishment because of the
nonlinear meshinq action of the teeth, i.e. the non-synchronous meshing, the
nonlinear tooth-pair stiffness, and the variable contact ratio. The program
also indicated that non-synchronous meshing in planetary systems indeed does
minimize the dynamic response of the system because of the varying time at
which the respective meshes come into contact. In fact, the program showed
that with non-synchronous meshing and contact ratios greater than 1.0 the
dynamic tooth load/static single tooth load factor could be designed to be
always less than 1.0 because at any instant in time the inpuC torque would be
divided by more than the number of planets. In fact, the averaqe number of









A. Variable Contact Friction
Prior to this contract, the multiple mesh program required a constant
coefficient of friction to be inputted. Modifications have been made to the
Program to internally calculate the coefficient of friction as a variable
throughout the mesh. The required input now is the type of oil used.






where L/W is the load per unit face width, V T is the sum velocity, VS is
the sliding velocity, and Uo is the absolute viscosity of the oil.
The emp irical e?u tion of the line re presenting the data points presented
by Benedict & Kelley 3 ^ and shown in Figure 1 is:
	
// = _ . 013e556 X ,
	 . /0933	 (2)
where(,( is the coefficient of friction.
The absolute viscosity, Uo, used for the above expression must be input
to the program via an oil type. The other variables are already avai l able in
the program. The absolute viscosity is given by:
	
!/,=/;2'.	 (3)
where is the soecific gravity of the oil and Z is the kinematic
visco ity, olotted in Figures 2 and 3 vs. oil inle temperature.
The input parameter has been changed from a constant coefficient of
friction to an oil type code. A code of 1 is for M ILL-L-23699 oil, a code of 2
is for MIL-L-7808 oil., and a code of 0 will default to MIL-L-23699 oil. There
are also codes 3 and 4 which are available for two other oil types that can be
added later.
The coefficient of friction influences the flash temperature, Tf, by
the equation:
where T i is the inlet temperature and M is a function of several parameters
which can be found in Reference 1.
A comparison case was executed using a single sun-planet mesh. The
calculated coefficients of friction are less than the .05 assumed for the
original case, thus the new flash temperatures are lower and should be more 	 -
realistic. Figure 4 shows the flash temperatures before and after the
friction coefficient modifications.
The modified program also calculates an average coefficient of friction
throughout the mesh for each sun-planet and ring-planet mesh.
B. Flexible Planet Carrier and Rino Gear Rim
The previously developed dynamic load eq uations for planetary gear	 --
systems assumed rigid p lanet carriers and ring gear rims. The only
flexibilities modeled in the planetary dynamic model were the tooth-pair
flexibilities. Presently designed aircraft type planetary gear systems
generally have flexible planet carriers and ring gear rims because of weight
req uirements. It was felt that the gear tooth dynamics would be influenced by 	 j
these flexibilities. Therefore, the dynamic load equations and program were 	 I
expanded to include the planet carrier and ring gear rim flexibilities.
	 --
The equations defining the planetary model are based on relative
tooth-pair motions acting along the respective meshing lines-of -action. For
the effect of the planet carrier and ring gear rim flexibilities on the gear
tooth dynamics, the motions of the p lanet carrier and ring gear rim were
considered only along the meshing lines-of-action. In other words, azimuthal
motions of the carrier and ring rim were used and any radial com ponent of
motion was assumed to be secondary to the tooth-pair meshing flexibility.
c iqure 5a is a schematic of the dynamic model. Azimuthal springs are
introduced between each p lanet to represent the carrier and ring rim
flexibilities. Each azimuthal carrier and ring rim segment also has a
res p ective inertia.
Dam p ing of the segments is assumed to be insignificant relative to the
tooth meshinq damping. Tooth meshing damping has been found to he
a p proximately 5-10% of critical and ordinary structural damping is less than
2% of critical.
Using the model of Figure 5 the equilibrium eqiiations can be written.
For the sun gear
/^1S yS ^-	 d5P . (YS - YP
 - r^ ;) ^. kso, . ( Y - Y,. - YC;)
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For the planet gears
Mo . yo . -duo. (rs - YP. - Y,.^ - ^^^• oy - y - J',:.)
-k^ (y - ro. y;) 
	 (16)
For the planet carrier segments
k^; (Y^, - Y^;,,)	 k^,:, (- Y,_/ t Yom;) _ Ted T^-	 (7)R
For	 the ring gear segments
M 	 . -^i-p . (Y^. - Y/. - rr;) - /^^'p. (,Y - YC, • - Y -/-)
rTodT,.
The	 rotation is	 that	 used	 in	 References	 1	 and	 2 and	 defined	 in	 Figure	 5.	 The
second	 order differential	 equations
	
are	 solved numerically	 because of	 the
large
	 number of	 equations,	 (3n	 +	 1),	 where	 n	 is the	 number	 of	 planet	 gears.
[he




	 order differential	 equations.	 This
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	 (16)
	
and	 Xr^,'^ = Xr, • / 	 (1 ^)
for a total of (6n+?) first order differential e q uations. Tne out put toroue
is assumed to be divided evenly among either the planet carrier segments or
the ring gear rim segments depending on whicn type of p lanetary is being
modeled.
The troth-pair load terms of e q uations (10) through (13)
	
are	 l^sP• (Xse — XPi 'o —xc:oJ 	 (18)
	
,ind





UTooth spacing error, profile modification terms, and a tooth- pair contact
identity function must be added to the toot;,- pair load terms as shown
.	 k,p. (xse-•XP;14— XC,o , • -PP,.) ^3p • 	 (20)
and	 1"P•• (X, ^.. — Xcio —X".--,-P,. - PrP j 4'Pl .	 (21)
The tooth-pair contact identity functions isP,' and Wrr, • are either 1 or 0
depending on whether the individual tooth-pairs are in contact or not.
Contact is determi;:ed by the value in the parentheses of (20) and (21). If
the value is positive, the tooth-pair is in contact. 	 If the value is
negative, the tooth pair is not in contact.
When a planetary system is being modeled, the rirrg gezr is grounded and
the Ye ' . terms vanish. When a star system is being modeled the planet carrier
is grounded and the Xc; terms vanish.
The above development results in more than doubling the required number
of equations. The previous solution, Reference 1, used the relative
tooth- pair dis p lacements as the generalized coordinates, whereas this
develo pment uses the absolute tooth-pair displacements as the generalized
coordinates. The absolute dis p lacements must be used because of the
additional degrees-of-freedom neoded for the planet carrier and (or) ring gear
rim segments.
C. User Friendly Options
Some "user friendly" options have p een incor porated into the program.
The user can choose to run at any of three levels. The first level requires
Tinimal in put suet as diametral pitch, pressure angle, number of teeth, face
,y idthr,
 , torque, c oeed range, equivalent masses, ty pe of system, number if
planets, and contact ratio if it is greater than 2. The remaining variables
default (see user manual for values) allowing the user to ootain approximate
results with minimum input. The next level re q uires the input of level 1 plus
damping, flash temperature data, iteration d;.ta. ?od planet phasing
constants. Other optional variables that may be input it level 2 include:
profile mrniif r ation data, face width crowrinq, Hertz stress for compliance
calculation, 5,are stress or plane strain trigger, active face widths,
convective compliance matrix (helical gears), geometric data, geometric
tolerances, helix errors, tooth pair spacing errors, and initial boundary
conditions. These level 2 o p tional variables will default to zero, or the
,slues indicated to the user guide if not s pecified. Level 3 includes all of
tho above, .;s well as profile modification shape factcrs, compliance
9
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constants, and 3-dimensional factors. In addition to the choice of levels,
the documentation has been ex panded to ease the user's task of setting up the
i n put data for any level. The program output has also been modified for
c,arity. For further input details and default values, refer to the user
manual.
D. Dynamic Side Bands
Dynamic sidebands are observed in frequency spectra where they usually
occur in plus or minus integer multiples of the primary gear mesh frequency. 	 r
This phenomenon is often associated with inherent manufacturing errors, such
as gear runout.
For the sideband option, runout errors are simulated by applying a
sinusoidal error distribution on the input pinion. The user inputs the
dis p lacement deviation in center location of the sun. This is then used to
generate a tooth spacing error array using the following equation.
CS = ^ r 5/3 (L'7T ^,y)' S/A/To
	 (22)
where	 s is the spacing error
	 -'
is the in put displacement error
V1	 is the current tooth number
N	 is the total number of teeth on the pinion
and	 is the pressure angle
The error array internally generated is printed after the no-error solution
and is followed by error passes illustrating the various tooth pair meshes
with corresponding summary tables of maximum values output.
In order to obtain sideband information, the load data must he used in	 —
conjunction with a Fourier analysis in order to look at the results in the
freq uency domain. The program outputs all of the loads and corresponding
times, in a 'WRITE (7,5029) format so the data can be analyzed separately.
An example case was executed with a dis placement error of .001 inch. The
maxi maim normal load varied from 3045. 1 bs , to 5123. 1 bs ., while the no-error
maximum load was 4387. lbs. The load data was used in conjunction with a
Fourier analysis program, the results of which are illustrated in Figures 5a
and 5b.
E. S peed Survey Option
The program has been modified to include the option of surveying a range
of input s peeds. The user inputs the initial and final speeds of the rar;ge
desired, jnd the number of intervals into which the range is to be divided.
The program ste ps through the speed ranqe determining the maximum tooth load






The difference between consecutive loads is calculated. A change in sign from
p ositive to negative indicates a peak has been passed. The speed step size is
then divided by five, and the prior two intervals are reanalyzed to find the
p eak value. The program then continues through the range checking for other
peaks. At the end of the range, the speed corresponding to the overall
maximum load is retained and used for the remaining calculations. Examples
can be seen in Figure 23 and Figure 30.
The user should note that a peak could be missed if the number of
intervals s pecified is too small; however, CPU time will increase
proportionally with increased number of intervals. A missed peak is likely to
occur for cases with low damping, which would lead to narrow sharp peaks. One
indication of a missed peak would be if the loads for the smaller step size
continually decrease through the interval. If this occurs, the user should
re-run the program with different intervals. One should also note that the
boundary conditions are iterated for each RPM; thus, if the number of 'Joundary
condition iterations is large, a smaller range should be used with user
specified boundary conditions to avoid using excessive CPU time
There are also two messages that may appear in th y, printout. If the load
monotonically decreases in the first speed interval, a message is printed that
the initial rpm is on a decreasing load curve. Similarly, if the final speed
is on an increasing load curve a corresponding message is printer. These
messages indicate that the user may want to re-run the program anc check
either lower or higher s peeds, res pectively. These are in additio , to loads
for each mesh at each speed.
F. yoriplanetary Systems
1. Sun-Planet(s) Option
The original multiple mesh program simulated the sun-planet(s) option by
the user inputting a trigger; SNPLBT = 1.0, which would set the compliance of
the ring teeth to a very large value. The input now requires the system type
trigger, K, be set to 4 for the sun-,- 	 option. This option is now
solved exactly with the system equations given below.
The sun is the input pinion while the planets are the output gears as
Shown in the following figure:—^
IT
The following equilibrium equations can be written corresponding to the
prior figure:
.• 	 ( Sun gear)
Is is t	 c^sP, Ys,P t 	 ks' Y^ •	 ^	 (23)
(Planet gears)
r P; YPi -dam.
wh ere eiv, • an ddip, • are
rotational inertias,
Toutpi are input and
base radii.
asp,• - /^so. YsP,	 —	 P`	 (24)
ep,•
the viscous damping terms, Is and Ipi are the
k.V, - and Arp4' are tooth pair stiffness terms, Tin and
output torques, and Rb s and Rb pi are gear involute
Subtracting (24) from (23) yields n relative motion equations:
Y	 , t	 ^io, YSP.	 ^.	 c/sy, ^^. —^Yr,^. =	 (25)
7-wr
where




one planet system (n=1), equation 	 (25) reduces to Richardson's
for	 follows:mesh asa single external-external 	 gear
























o/rP	 .f ^O	 La
Ycp ^' ^E YP	 ,rlE Y = ^^	 (2 9 )
where M F
 is the meshing effective mass and Lo is the static tooth
load consistent with the gear torques.
For multiple planet cases equation 25 can be rewritten as:
Ysr. +MS ^ d^  rte . f ^P ' yam, 
^s	





sere esp and Xs Psp	 are the tooth spacing error and the involu te
profile modification terms, respectfully, of mesh i and tooth-pair„
The tooth-pair
.,
 meshing loads are 
_ 1
	 1	 1
I spy•	 ( [ Ysq. -C W4' — X •^ P ;] ^ ^ ^ ^PsP i /	 (32)
where m is the number of teeth in contact at mesh i, 1[ sp is the tooth pair
stiffness and 0 is a tooth-pair contact identity function.
Transform to 2n first-order equations of the following form as
was done above for the flexible carrier and ring gear rim equations of motion:
TiwXsp.^+ /^S
	
Xil P^ °^^'Xii ^^s L ^p. ^ ' Ls,^. = 5^^`S j 	 (33)
x'P'o	 X SP,'i
s	 (34)
These equations are similar to the sun-planet equations of a star system,
Reference 1, except there are no ring-planet terms or equations.
A test case was executed for spur gears using both the single-mesh
p rogram, which has a closed form solution, and the multiple-mesh proaram,
which uses a numerical solution, with one planet. Table 1 contains the
solutions from the multiple mesh program compared to the single mesh solution
anal the corresponding percent differences.
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For a boundary condition tolerance of 0.5%, the differences between the
closed fcrm solution and the numerical solution maximum values were less than
2%. This comparison also verifies the validity of the numerical solution
iteration parameters used in the multiple mesh program. Figures 7 and 8 show
the single mesh loads and multiple mesh loads with the corresponding data
a	
sets, both for one mesh cycle, respectively.
2. Ring-Planet(s) Option
This ring-planet is input is similar to the sun-planet option in that the
old trigger, SNPLBT = 2.0, would set the compliance of the sun teeth to a very
:arge value. The input now required Js that the syAem type trigger, K, be
set to 5 for a ring-planet(s) mesh.
The planets act as the input pinions, with the input torque being per
planet, while the ring acts as the output gear , as shown below:
6PL,










The equilibrium eq uations corres ponding to the previous illustration can
be written for the ring gears and p lanet gear as follows:
	




yPgyp. 	 P	 rp, y.^ — R
6	 (35)v, -
Subtracting (35) from (36) the following relative motion eq uations can be
obtained:
YrP 4 ,!;r d^. Y,p. 4
Mr




4 ^^p yp ' _	 (37)MR	 t	 i	 /YIp.^'b^.	 /slr'ebr
Eq uation (31) can be rewritten as
Yry 4 2Z arp lrp. -A Mr orO - yip. /Mr G L rp.i
i	 T v	 7Tar
	 (38)
  
t — L rp . _ --P^ ^-Mp •
	 ^	 MP • ^6'
where
yro - — E rp,•^ _.X ^ C 
^r j•4a^rpJ,) (39)
Transform equation (38) to 2n first order equations:iX
^o + I^r	 d	 x rP'^ j /7p drO,' ^(rpr.^ { mr	 ^. rp .
Rb /^	 Mr eb,,
X 







These equations are simildr to the ring-planet equations for a star 	 i
system, Reference 1, with no sun-planet terms or equations.
A test case was run on both the single mesh and multiple mesh program for
an internal-external mesh. The maximum values are presented in Table 2; along
with the percent differences between the exact single  mesh solutions and the
numerical solutions of the multiple mesh program. The table is followed by
the input data set for the-multiple mesh program, Figure 9. Again there is
excellent correlation, w th the maximum difference being 3.85%. The higher
percentage difference, compared to the sun-planet mesh, is due to a 1%
convergence tolerance for boundary condition iterations, rather than 0.5% used
for the sun-planet mesh.
3. Profile Modifications
In addition to the options eliminating the planet carrier and ring or sun
gear, an additional input variable has been added for tooth profile
modifications. The user can now specify the amounts of tooth tip and flank
reliefs for each gear for a more com prehensive tooth profile modification
table given in the program output.
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IIII. EVALUAIION OF PROGRAM
A. Introduction
Task II requires; evaluating the analytical method by comparing the
program results with published test data and Hamilton Standard test data from
a turboprop reduction gearbox. After extensive searching through engineering
indexes via computer, and by hand for older publications, it was found that
very little p ublished test data of sufficient detail existed. An exception to
this was a series of articles published in the Bulletin of the Japanese
Society of Mechanical Engineers. They have published several articles which
document their experimental investigations into dynamic tooth loading in
p lanetary gears.
Another article, reference 4, was located that implied strain gauge data
had been taken at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft of Canada on a planetary system.
The author was contaci:ed and asked to send test data. The data received was
very limited in that only a small speed range was tested and there was little
information as to the s pecific test procedure. Limited data was also the case
with the Hamiltrn Standard test program for the turbo pro p gearbox. The strain
gauge data on the gear teeth was limited due to the number of available
monitoring channels.
B. Experimental and Modeling Characteristics
1. Japanese Stoecki cht 2K-H Planetary
Extensive testing was performed on a nonsynchronous meshing, three
planet, planetary spur gear system. The basic characteristics are found in
Table 3 and an illustration is given in Figure 10. Table 4 contains the
characteristics of a similar test system that has synchronous meshing.
The nonsynchronocis meshing system was designed for 20KW of transmitted
power, a speed ratio of 6, and the working range of the higher speed shaft
from 1300 to 7200 rpm. The synchronous meshing system has similar design
features.
A power circulating type p lanetary gear testing machine was used to
monitor the fillet strains in three sun gear teeth. Resistance wire strain
gauges were placed on the compression side of the roots of tooth numbers 1, 5
and 10 of the sun gear. A tooth of the sun gear will engage 30 times with the
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planet gears before returning to the same engaging position. Therefore, 90
pieces of fillet strain data, 30 per tooth, were used to obtain a mean dynamic
load factor and coefficient of variation.
Typ ical input data sets are shown in Figure 11. The tooth geometry was
obtained from the program geometric preprocessor as this information was not
published. The program geometric preprocessor generates the basic tooth
geometry using basic involute relationships given in Reference 1. A model
damping ratio of 10% was used, corresponding to the 10% ratio used in the
Japanese theoretical calculations. The equivalent mass for the planet carrier
includes additional mass clue to a low speed rotor in the test set-up.
2. First-Stage Reduction gear, Model A-27
The Pratt & Whitney epicyclic, first-stage reduction gear for the PT6
series of engines has 3 planets with synchronous meshing. The basic
characteristics are shown in Table 5 and the system is illustrated jn Figure
12. The input speed is 30,000 RPM or higher for normal operation(4
Two strain gauges were placed in a fillet of the sun gear, each located
1/4 inch from the ed ge. The number of fillets monitored was not available.
Data was taken for several different tangential load cases and for various sun
gear rotational speeds.
An input data set is illustrated in Figure 13. The detailed tooth
geometry was available for all the gears; thus, the geometric preprocessor was
bypassed. Modal da pping ratios of 20% were used for the various loads, and
two load cases were also run with 10% damping ratios.
3. Hamilton Standard Turboprop Gearbox
The turboprop gearbox is a two-stage non-planetary system with
characteristics found in Table 6 and a system diagram found in Figure 14. The
tooth fillet strain gauge data available was for the first stage only. The
gages were located on an idler gear in a total of b fillets, 3 consecutive
fillets on op posite sides of the gear, with 2 gauges located in the center of
,.he width and 2 gauges earn on hoth edges, as shown in Figure 15. Maximum
stresses were observed for several loading conditions at various speeds;
however, the maximum number of these gauges observed for a certain condition
was four and the minimum two. This was due to a limited number of monitoring
channels. For better load share between the two idler gears a floating input
oirion (sun gear) was used for the design.
An example input data set can he found in Figure 16. Damping ratios of
510 and 10% were used. The geometry was directly input, bypassing the
pre processor, with the actual profile modifications being included for most of





C. Data & Results
1. Stoeckicht 2K-9. Planetar
The test data for the Stoeckicht 2K-H planetary system was presented as a
mean dynamic load factor and a coefficient of variation. The dynamic load
factor is defined as the ratio of the dynamic strain to the static strain at
corresponding positions, and the coefficient of variation is the standard
deviation divided by the mean dynamic load. lhese data were then used to obtain
the dynamic load range that included + 2 standard deviations, or the range
where approximately 95% of the loads would be expected to occur based on the
experimental data. The test data used were the maximum fillet strains in a
zone of single  tooth contact.
Figure 17 illustrates the maximum dynamic loads for a static tangential
tooth load of 130N (29.25 lbs.) for the nonsynchronou	 eshing case. The
oriainal effective masses are the same as the authors 	 used in their
evaluation, with the carrier mass including the low speed rotor effective
mass, as is the damping ratio of 10%. Variations of both of these parameters
are also shown, The Japanese theoretical calculations were also presented as
a mean dynamic load factor and a coefficient of variation, where the mean
dynamic load factor is a poroximately 1. The upper limit of their theoretical
variation (+2 standard deviations) appears on Figure 17 and includes the
theoretical effect of tooth profile errors.
Figure 18 illustrates maximum dynamic loads for a static tangential load
of 90N (20.25 lbs.). while Figure 19 shows results for a static tangential
load of 50N (11.25 lbs.) Loth figures are for nonsynchronous meshing and
include computer runs for both with and without tooth spacing errors. Figure
19 also includes an effective mass variation for both with and without tooth
spacing errors.
The synchronous meshing case is shown in Figure 20 in which the
conditions are similar to chose used in obtaining Figure 17. The tooth
numbers and diametral pitch were adjusted while the pitch radii, pressure
angle and speed ratio were ke p t constant. A case with a tooth error is also
illustrated in Figure 20.
2. A-27 First-Sta ge Reduction Gears
The test data obtained for the PT-6 first-stage gear, model A-27,
consisted of a plot of maximum peak sun gear dynamic stress vs. sun gear
rotational speed for various constant transmitted loads. No information was
available as to how many teeth were strain gauged, exce p t a diagram indicating
only two gauges on one tooth root and reference 4 indicating two sun gear
teeth were strain gauged. Thus, the variation of stresses was not obtained
expPrimentally.
Figure ll contains the lower load cases, for transmitted loads of 445N,
89UN and 1335N (100 lbs., 200 lbs., and 300 lbs.).







with a relatively high modal damping ratio of 20% and the 1335N (300 lbs.)
load was also run at 10% damping. Similarly, Figure 22 illustrates the higher
tangential load range. Loads of 1557N, 1668N, 1779N and 2002N (350 lbs.,
375 lbs., 400 lbs. and 450 lbs.) were all run with 20% damping, and the 2002N
case was also run with 10% damping.
Figure 23 shows maximum normal loads vs. speeds for several effective
masses and for both sun-planet and ring-planet meshes. All load curves are
for the 2002N (450 lbs.) tangential load case. The sun-planet mesh is shown
to have two resonant speeds, while the ring- planet mesh has one major peak
that occurs at a s peed in between the two sun-planet peaks.
3. Hamilton Standard Turboprop First-Stage Reduction Gea r
The strain gauge data taken on the turboprop reduction gear system was
limited in a pp licability for comparison to the program results. One idler
gear, which meshes with the input pinion had a total of 6 gauges in the tooth
root area. For each run at various torque levels, different combinations of
gauges and corresponding peak stresses were monitored. Gauges had been
installed on the bull gear teeth also, but they were not monitored due to the
lack of channels available. Thus, no data was available for the second-stage,
only for the first-stage idler gear that meshes with the input pinion.
Figures 24 and 25 show the average of the experimental peak stresses and'
the average of the two theoretical input pinion-idler meshes. Cases were run
with profile modifications, as the actual gears tested had profile
modifications. The effects of different damping ratios are also illustrated.
Figures 26 through 29 show each load level individually, with maximum,
minimum and average experimental peak stress points p lotted. Different planet
(idler) stresses calculated by the multiple mesh program, due to a fixed input
shaft in the model and nonsynchronous meshing, are the boundaries for one
theoretical band. Note: as discussed earlier, the program assumes fixed
centers for the gears, whereas, the input pinion of the system is floating
between the idlers. The other theoretical band arises from a nonuniform load
distribution across the face width dice to the location of the web. by use of
finite element analysis done at Hamilton, the loads were found to be
approximately 12" greater at the center of the face.
Figure 30 is a s peed survey of idler gear load vs. input p inion s peed for
tha_ 30% torqije case which shows two speeds where resonance occurs. This also
illustrates the unequal loads that can result due to the theoretical model of
a fixed, rather than floating p inion. The differences between loads on a




0.	 Discussion of Results
1. Japanese Stoeck icht 2K-4
The Japanese authors performed extensive tests on the Stoeckicht
planetary gear system. Two systems were tested, one synchronous meshing and
one ncnsynchronous meshing. The two systems were kept as similar as possible
with the major changes being diametral pitch and number of teeth, in order to
ma:e a direct
^Si 4Qmparison oetween systems with the major difference being the
p lanet phasing16).
Figure 17 shows the nonsynchronous meshing system which parallels Figure
20 illustrating the synchronous meshing system. The range of experimental
strain gauge results indicate a resonance near 2600 RPM, which is due to a
resonance of the total torsional system resulting in torque variations(6).
The analytical program assumes constant torque, thus this resonance would not
he predicted. The next resonance indicated ex perimentally is in the 5000 RPM.
vicinity. The theory predicts a resonant s peed at 5200 RR-1.
There is also an experimental resonance at approximately 7280 RPM, which
for the synchronous case, is a multiple of the meshing frequency( 6) . Tlie
experimental range in Figure 20 does not indicate this significantly; howr_ver,
the in-phase theory predicts peak loads near this speed. Synchronous meshing
will generally cause higher loads due to simultaneous meshing of the planets.
This is snown by comparing Figures 17 and 20 where both the experimental and
analytical loads are high for the synchronous meshing case at the resonant
speeds.
Variation of the analytical effective mass has the effect of shifting the
speed at wh i ch peak loads occur. The masses used for the majority of the
theoretical calculations are the masses calculated for the ,Japanese
theoretical evaluation( 5 ). The theoretical model of Reference 5 is very
similar to that used here. The primary differences are that the Reference 5
model includes additional error terms and mass terms for rotor inertias but
apparently did not include nonlinear tooth-pair meshing characteristics.
Note: the selection of effective masses for the analytical model is not a
trivial task in that it is difficult to decide on the amount of attached mass
that should be included. These attached masses could he rotors, shafting,
mounts, etc.
	 A complete system dynamic analysis would he re q uired to define
the eruivalent masses, which are frequency dependent. The p lanetary gear
tested contained a high and low s peed rotor which were modelled by adding the
additional mass to the ring and planet carriers, res pectively. However, the
ring is fined for a planetary system and, therefore, has zero rotational
moment of inetia and correspondingly, zero effective mass. The actual system
has a radially floating ring as well as a floating sun, neither of which is
included in the theoretical model.
1L
_;r
The shift in the speed at which the peak lead occurs, due to altered
effective mass, is illustrated in Figures 17 and 19. Figure 17 shows the
theoretical peak shifting from about 5300 RPM to a pproximately 7400 RPM when
all masses are divided in half. The half mass results seem to correlate with
the experimental data Fetter; however, there is insufficient information to
verify either quantity as the actual effective mass. Figure 19 illustrates a
lower transmitted load and correspondingly, the peaks are less pronounced.
The flatter peaks make the distinction between the peaks less obvious,
expecially in the cases with tooth errors where both bands have excellent
correlation with the experimental range. The half effective masses seem to
correlate with the experimental data better at s peeds above 6000 RPM,
primarily due to a shift in peak location similar to the one observed in
Figure 17.
In addition to the case where all effective masses are halved, ti case
where only the planet carrier mass was decreased is also shown in Figure 17.
There is a slight increase in loads and a slight shift in the main peak toward
a higher speed. The differences in loads are less than 3%. Thus, in this
case, the carrier effective mass is itot the primary mass of the system even
though it is the largest effective mass of the system.
Figure 17 also contains a few points at a much lower damping ratio of
5%_ This increases the load at 5000 RPM by 26.5% and emphasizes the dynamic
peak obtained near 5000 RPM. The Ja panese theoretical calculations used a 10%
damping ratio which apparently correlated well to the experimental test data.
7ne effects of tooth errors on the theoretical loads are illustrated in
Figures 18 to 20. The loads plotted for the error cases are the minimum and
maximum, although the maximum normally occurs ire only one mesh and the average
increase in loads for the error cases would he considerably lower. The
manufacturing errors were estimated in reference 7. The p itch error, orofile
error and lead error were incor porated in a statistic 1 tot 1 for a sun-planet
mesh of magnitude .003338 mm (.00013338 in.) using 	
°.4	 from
equation (14), Reference 8, where the em 's are the various types of tooth
errors.
Figure 18 shows the theoretical results of having one tooth error in each
of the three sun-planet meshes. At low speeds, the maximum loads predicted
are less than 5% higher than the no error case. In the vicinity of the
predicted resonance, the deviation increases to about 13% higher and 6% lower
than the no error case as one would expect. The deviation decreases at speeds
higher than resonance.
Figure 20 shows the synchronous meshing case and has the same .Magnitude
of error applied to one tooth in all three sun-planet meshes, similar to the
cases of Figure 18. The higher tangential load tends to decrease the effects




	 Figure 19 has the result of a different configuration of tooth errors
Plotted. The errors are of the same magnitude as in Figures 18 and 20, but
they occur on five consecutive teeth and only one sun- p lanet mesh. In this
case, which is for a very low transmitted load, the increase in load is fairly
constant o g er the s peed range, especially for the original mass. The half
mass case shows more variation than the initial mass case throughout the speed
range and seems to follow the experimental range better, except between 5000
and 7000 RPM where the theoretical band ;s considerably narrower than the
experimental.
When the experimental and theoretical load ranges for the no tooth error
and initial mass cases in Figures 17 through 19 are compared, it can be seen
that for the highest static load case of 130N, the theoretical loads are near
the u pper boundary of the experimental range, for the 90N case they are more
toward the center of the range, and fo r the lowest load of 50N, the
theoretical loads are near the lower boundary.
2. PT6
	
First-stage, Model 4 -27
The strain gauge data for the first-stage A-27 was obtained from Pratt
Whitney of Canada in the form of a plot of stress vs. s peed for several
transmitted loads. This data is re produced on Figures 21 and 22.
The results plotted in Figure 21 are for 20% damning and predict stresses
higher than the experimental data for the 890N (200 lbs.) and 1335N (300
lbs.). The 890N theoretical case predicts stresses 'rom 17% to 58% higher at
19,800 RPM and 21,800 RPM, res pectively. The 1335N theoretical case predicts
stresses from 28% to 139% higher at 28,600 and 22,500 RPM. The lowest load,
445N (100 lb.) has the best magnitude correlation, especially at lower speeds
-- up to about 23,000 RPM the difference is less than 10%. However, at 30,000
RPM the theoretical stress is 58% lower the experimental stress. The 19%
dam p ing case em phasizes any peaks and thus increases the maximum differences
and decreases the minimum differences to 1551, and 21% for the 1335N (300 lbs.)
case. Strain gauge size and placement can significantly affect the results.
No static tooth load calibration was made on the gauges; therefore, the gauge
nata can only be used to indicate tooth load trends. in fact, if the
exoerirnental data is normalized, then the Correlation is good with theory.
Figure 22 illustrates the higher transmitted load cases. The
ex perimental data indicates a resonance occuring i)etwee,i '8,000 and
31,000 RPM. The minimum deviation; for the 20% damping cases range from 27%
to 64% corresponding to the loads ranging from 1557N (350 lbs.) to 2002N
(450 lbs.). Similarly, the maximum deviations range from 184% to 66% for
loads of 1557N to 2002N. The 10% damping case indicates smaller deviations of
shout 51% near the experimental resonance, however the theoretical peak occurs
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iThe experimental data is strange in that the maximum stresses vary by
less than 9% near resonance, while the a pplied tangential load increases by
29%. It may be that the damping of the system is load dependent. The theory
predicts stresses that increase in a similar manner to the increase in applied
load, with the overall stress increasing by approximately 29%, for assumed
constant damping.
The resonance indicated by the experimental data near 29,000 RPM could
have been due to the influence of the ring-planet mesh or a system resonance.
The theory predicts resonances for tooth-pair meshing, but is not set up to
predict overall system responses or shaft responses. The sharp load peak for
the ring-planet mesh shown in Figure 23 indicates a strong ring-planet
resonance that would he likely to be picked up in experimental test results.
As there is no strain gauge data for the ring or elsewhere, it is impossible
to differentiate where in the system the resonance is occuring.
The theoretical stresses on Figures 21 and 22 are for standard spur gear
teeth with no profile modifications ano include no tooth s pacing errors.
Exoer 4 mentally, one possible reason for the measured stresses being nearly
independent of the applied loads could be due to the effects of inherent
manufacturing gear tooth errors.
Figure 23 vividly illustrates the importance of the calculated effective
mass used for the analytical model and the effect of varying the effective
masses. As the masses are decreased, the peak responses shift to higher
speeds. There are two resonant speeds for the sun-planet mesh predicted
theoretically; however, experimentally only a small range of speeds was tested
which includes only one resonance between 28,000 and 31,000 RPM. This could
correspond to either of the p eaks theoretically p redicted for the sun-planet
mesh or could corres pond to the one resonance predicted for the ring-planet
mesh.
Figure 23 also shows the result of a lower modal damping ratio. As the
damping ratio is reduced, the peaks become much more pronounced. One side
effect of reduced damping ratios in running the program is generally a larger
numher of convergence iterations for boundary conditions. Therefore, in most
cases, lower damping ratios will require more CPU time than higher damping
ratios.
3. Hamilton Standard Turbopro p Reduction Gearbox
The test program for the turboprop gearbox involved strain gauging the
gear rims, webs, and tooth roots. At different torque levels, various
combinations of gauges were monitored. Thus, the peak stress data from some
of the gauges located in the fillets, see Figure 15 for locations, were
com pared to the maximum stress results from the multi p le-mesh program.
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Figures 24 and 2.5 illustrate the average of the experimental data points
for each speed and the averages of the two theoretical idler (planet')
stresses. The experimental data was averaged to eliminate the data scatter.
The experimental data scatter is a result of gear runout, tooth spacing
errors, tooth geometric tolerances, and strain gauge placement. Some of this
data was actively available that could have been used but contract funding was
limited and, therefore, beyond the scope of the study. The theoretical data
was averaged between the two idlers ( p lanets) because of unequal load share.
The actual c<perimental setup had a vertically floating input pinion which
resulted in equal idler load share in the test setup.
Based on the averages, the two lower load cases, Figure 24, have good
correlation at lower speeds, and reasonable correlation at the higher speeds.
For the two higher load cases in Figure 25, theoretically predicted stresses
are considerably higher than the experimental stresses for the lower speeds.
The correlation at higher speeds is excellent with an 8.3% difference between
the 90% torque case using 5% damping at 21,100 RPM. The 68% torque case had
only two speeds at which experimental data was taken, thus comparison may be
based on the trends of the other lead cases.
The theoretical data shows an increase in stress for speeds higher than
the tested range with a peak appearing at about 24,000 RPM. If the
theoretical effective masses were increased, shifting the peak to a lower
speed, more of the experimental ranges would have paralleled the theoretical
stress bands. The higher torque cases, Figures 28 and 29, show the theory
being conservative and predicting stresses higher than the experimental data,
especially for the lower speeds. If the peaks were shifted, the differences
would again be decreased, yielding better correlation between test and theory.
The effect of modal damping is shown in Figure 24. For the 50% torque
case, the stresses vary by about 10% for an increase in the damping ratio from
5% to IV . The largest difference occurs as the pinion speed approaches
resonance, as would be expected.
Figures 26 through 29 show the minimum and maximum experimental data
points, as well as the average experimental stress and theoretical ranges.
However, there are extremely large variations in the ex perimental stresses,
especially for the 30% and 50% torque cases which also had more experimental
data points. As mentioned, much of the variation can be attributed to
gearmount, tooth spacing errors, tooth tolerances and strain gauge placement.
At the lower loads, all of these effects excluding gauge placement are much
more influential that at the higher loads because the gear tooth deflections
are smaller for lower loads. The tooth errors and tolerance differences are a
larger portion of the tooth deflections.
One theoretical band on Figures 26 to 29 represents the stress
distrihution across the tooth face dire to a web located at the center of the
face. Studies were conducted using finite element analyses to determine the
effect the web had on the loa "I
 distribution. The result of that study
indicated a 12% increase in the center of the face and a 12% decrease near the
edges. This variation was applied to the theoretical average to obtain the




Figure 30 is a theoretical speed survey for the lowest torque case,
illustrating the effect of profile modifications. The modifications have
little effect on the maximum loads at a resonant s peed. However, the minimum
loads prior to the resonant peak are larger for the modified profile than for
the standard involute form.
Theoretical unequal load sharing is also illustrated in Figure 30. In
the operating range, the loads are fairly equal. At resonant speeds, however,
the loads vary by as much as + 26% . The variation is less than + 6% for
s peeds of 25,000 RPM and above. The variation is due to the fixed pinion





The variable coefficient of friction modifications lead to more
accurately predicted flash temperatures.
2. Modifications to make the program user friendly assist the user in
setting up the input data via three levels of input, and they aid in
interpreting the output.
3. The dynamic side band option allows the user to investigate the
simulated effect of a runout error on the input pinion of a single
external-external mesh. The number of error solutions calculated is
equivalent to the number of teeth on the input pinion, simulating
runout for a full mesh cycle. The load data can be used to obtain
the frequency spectrum to evaluate the sideband phenomenon.
d. A speed survey option allows the user to obtain load variations f-om
speed range and to determine more readily the speeds where resonances
are likely to occur,
5. The addition of nonplanetary, sun-planet(s) and ring-planet(s),
systems not only allows for singie-mesh equivalent systems, but also
allows for multiple planet systems with no planet carriers, and
results in one universal analysis program.
6. Comparison of spiir gear single mesh configurations in the multiple
mesh program to the single mesh program, which has a closed form
solution, indicates the numerical solution used for solving the
differential equations in the multiple mesh program is accurate.
7. The flexible plane', carrier or ring gear rim options resulted in some
numerical instabilities. The system equations have been verified by
the eigenvalue solution so the problem most likely exists in the
numerical solution routines.
8. The comparison of the Stoeckicht 2K-H planetary system data with
theory showed the loads correlated well. The other two systems
evaluated had stress data rather than load data, which did not
correlate as well with theory. In addition, the Stoeckicht load data
was presented statistically rather than with absolute measurements
and, therefore, corresponded more realistically to theoretical
results.
9. The program predicted the general location of the naturai frequencies






10.	 All three test syste —, showed a better correlation to theory at
higher applied static load levels, while the program tended to
underestimate the dynamic loads or stresses for lower static load
levels. This is a result of the relative displacements of the tooth
pair under load compared to tooth spacing errors. At low loads the
s pacing errors can significantly affect the dynamic loads.
Therefore, for lightly loaded gears the tooth-spacing errors should
be carefully defined and analyzed. 	 —
11 .	 All three test systems were shown to be very dependent on the
eq uivalent masses ana damping ratio input, with respect to resonant
s peeds and load magnitudes, respectively. This phenomenon is typical
of lowly damped systems to vibratory loads. Usually a range of
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Figure 1. Coefficient of Friction vs. Benedict-Kelley Parameter
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Figure 3. Kinematic Viscosity vs. Temperature









OISTRNCE ALONG LINE OF RCTION
Figure 4. Flash Temperature, Be fore and After Variable Friction
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Figure 5. Schematic of Dynamic Nm:del for
Flexible Carrier and Ring Rim
Figure oa: Runout Loads vs. Angular Location on Pinion
14 Tooth Planet
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COMPARE P354 TO MULTIPLE MESH, K = 4
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fi	 t MN 0, A'	 E	 Of , ACTIONa
TEST CA'E FCO SIM AND PLANET
3 1. 2. 8.4667 22.5
14. =3. 0.	 1.1c11
1. 4. 3CO.
3 is. 3000. 3000. 1.
4 28. .050 167 0. 0.	 .15507
2 511 . .1 .1






.. _...,..^.__ _ _..^._.._...._.^.^	
C )
Figure 9.	 Input Data for Multiple-Mesh, Ring-Planet Option
i	 . TEST FOR RING-PLANET__OPTION.....
5 1.	 2. 8.4667 22.5	 0.	 0.
5 6.	 0. 28. 70.	 0.	 1.1811
4 11.	 1.1811 1. 5.	 70.
3
5 30.	 12. .15507
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Figure 10. Stoeckicht 2K-H Planetary System Diagram
1	 sun gear 4 coupling retainer
2	 planet gear 5 high-speed gear coupling
3	 ring gear 6 planet carrier






Figure 11. Input Data Set for Stoeckicht 2K-H System
STOECY,ICHT GEAR
5	 1. 2.	 8.4667 22.5 0.	 0.
5	 6. 14.	 28. 70. 1.1811	 1.1811




-. 5• --- -	
-	
-
5	 28. .056167	 28.8987 0. .15507	 .15507
1	 33. .15507 -
2	 52. .1	 .1
1	 120. _..-- 0..----__
-
3	 140. 25.	 180. .0528
2	 150. .01	 20.
1	 167. .0075
3._.._..-._.421._.._.__ 0.--6666667	 _ .3333333 ----
--.._.	 _..........- --

























Figure 13.	 A-27 In put Data Set
FIRST STAGE, PW&C
3 1. 3. 19.2 22.5
5 6. 27. 45. 117. 1.222 1.222
3 11. .945 3. 1.
4 14.59.2525--- 36000._ 36000_ .__.1 -
5 28. .001567 OC4317 0. .001017 .001017	 -
1 33. .001017
2 52. .20 .20
5 _ 120, - _ _- 1._ . _ _6473- - -L-09.7- ._ _	 _3.1.17 - - .759Z
5 125. 1.18315 ► .993 .0851 .074 .083	 -
3 130. .0223 .022 .016
3 140. 25. 180. .0528
2 _15-.
- _ 	 .02 _^.30.-





































Figure 16: Gearbox Input Data Set
_GEARBOX. - INPI'•T -.PINION i GEAR K _ ....•..
3	 1. 2. 11.0099 25.
5	 6. 24. 77. 0• 2.220	 1.90
2	 12. Z. 4.
4....__._14.. -1682--- Z3000.__.
--•23000. ---- .	 1•__...__....---
	 -
5 	 28. .0033804 0. 0. .017106	 .017106
1	 52. .10
4	 60. 75.4 71.5 .0006 .0006
3 _	 --66. _ _ 15.35 _-- 84.65	 - --- .0002	 -- _--	 --	 -
1	 78. .0007
5	 i20. 1. .98515 3.36440 0.	 1.19225
4	 125. 3.57620 0. .1534 .1319
2 _..	 ._. _ 1 3 0_•...
--
.041
_ _	 . 037
_..__ _ 0 • _	 _.._...__.	
---3	 140. 20. 120. .0528
2	 150. .005 20.
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APPENDIX A: USER'S MANUAL
ORIG4NAL PAGE 1 I
OF POOR QUALITY




*	 S P U R	 A
i. * k * .: t. f. 4
x .. s x t** x ^.
	
..	 F 1 7 s	 x* ..
M A N U A L	 F O R M U L
	
1 D
	 II E I. I C A I.	 G E A R
*	 AVG 1054	 *.
PPOSRAM REST^ICTIONS
* * is ^ * * S .. .. ..
	 ..
T I 1 1 LE	 m S I;
S Y S T E M S
t. * ^ * * is t. * ^ * x
*	 x	 ..	 *	 is	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 *	 ..
1. MAXIMUM PLANETS FOR SPUR AND SINGLE HELICAL CEAP.ING
IS 20
2. MA',I%`l PL:',NETS FOR UOURLE HELICAL G' "RING IS 10
3. M.'%IMU`I ITI7.1'.:1TION c.' FOP SOLUTION C • ONVERGE'iCE IS 20
4. TEETI: WIT:i TOOTH SPACING ERRORS IS 5
5. 10 TEETH AVE CHECLEU FOR DYNAMICS DUR I'iG TOOTH E21,'01: PA`;S
G. M1XIMLM INVOLUTE CONTACT RATIO IS 2.0
7. MAXINIUM ,SOWER OF SUS TEETH IS 50 FOR R(INOU'T OPTIO'l
* * .. * * .. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .. * * *
* * *INPUT D'JA FOP MULTIPLE NICS11 SPUR. AND hFLICAL GEAR 1 1 ROGRA.-4 * * *
NOTE: ALL CCOMETPIC INPUT DATA IS Iti TEAT ROTA710..NAL PLANET A,`iD
ALL DEFAU'L"I VAL:.'LS ARE 0.0 UNLESS OTHE:R'"'IS}. NOTED.
ANGLES AVE IN DEGRI:ES
FOWES Aid.' IN POCNDS (P)
LENGTHS ARE IN INCIIES ( IN )
MASSES AR:: IN ( /I-SEC'* -•2 / Iti )
STI:I:SSES ARE . IK (///Iti*^::?>
TE'•1PEIt:1TU1?ES ARE IN DECREES FAIIRENIIEIT
THE DATA SET P.EOUIPED TO RUN Tf:!: MULTIPLE MES!;
	 IS
DE• SCRIEFI) EELO 14: A'd) AN EXA.`•IPL:: DAT.; S'ET 11IT11 CO2,!ESPONDI\G
EX:14PLF 13 11011EM AVE IN APPENDIX C. A LIST OF GEA1: SYSTE",
PAP:','•!ETE"S 1:ITII DESCRIPTIONS, LOCATION NUMEERS, ,1N1) so%:Ii
NON. Zl : [',O DEE AULT VALUES FOLLOP.S TIE. INPUT UE.SC'RIPTION.
CA I'D I: TITLE CARD—CONTAItiS CASE TITLE AND/01' DE:,)CRIPTil'E
INFORMATION. AT LEAST 0" 1; COLUMN FIMM
1 TO 40 MUST BE NONIsLANI:.
DATA CARDS: CARDS CONTAIN DATA IN TIII: FORM S1100 IN FICHE 1,
NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS ON C'AVD, LOCATI(Y\ NE`!{tiiR OE
FIRST DATA ITEM IN LINE (SEE GEAR SYSTEM( PARAMETERS
SECTION FOR PA1!A %1.l:TI:E'. DESCRIPTION A',U COR;tli:,l'U'^DI` (•
LOCATION NUMBERS), AND DATA ITE'•15) ARE..  IN 0 FII:LU`
OF 12 SI'AC'ES.
69
PRECEDING PAGE BLAND NOT FTL":TFI)
	 r
CASL TEPMI\ATION CARD: TO TERMINATE A CASE THE LAST LINE S:US1
CONTAIN 0-1. IN COLUMNS 1-4.
SUBSfiOIE.',1' CASES: A\OTIIER DATA SET OF THE StWE FOR'1,AT—TITLE:
GIRD, DATA CARD, A.ND CASE TERMIN ATIO'l CA1 7.1)-
MAY FOLLOW THE CASE TE11MINATIO\ CARD.
JOB TEM-WIATIO'i CARD: AFTER THE LAST SUBSEOUEN.T CASs 1M'.INA-
TION CARD, A BLANK CARD (LINE) MUST BE.
INCLUDED.
NOTE	 ALL \L'-iBrRS MUST BE REAL EXCEPT TEE \UMBER Or
- ITE.'1;, T11:11' IS, A DI:'CIM,AL POINT MUST LE INCLUDED. 	 IT 1S NOT
NECCSSA^Y TO INPUT ZE2 0 VALUES AS THEY KILL GEt AULT TO Z.F.M
UNLESS OTII'I`,.ISr SPECIFIED.
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT FOLLO?rS THE GEAR SYcM,-I
P,1r:1M;:TI- P SFCTIO;'.
FO:'. G'::1M!'L;:, IN APPENDIX C TIII: TITLI: CARD READS 'L•'XA'•a'LE D ,T:)
SET' .	 TIIi. NEXT LINT: I.'• TIM : DATA SET CONTAINS 5 PIECL^, OF Di l.7-.1
STARTING AT LOCATIO'^ PI. , FOLLOViED BY THE LEVEL (2. ), TI:-- b1!v-If 7.-
TI'.:',L PITCH (3.4607) , THE PI:F.S UPF A',GLE (22.5) , COAST SID: FVEL '-
SURL ANGLE AND IIFLI`: ANGLE (POT;! - 0. FO'. SV.';D RD SPU?'
THESE WULD DEFAULT TO 0 IF LEFT CLAM, AND Tllr HUMBER OF ITi''j-, IN
THE LINE V.F.RE ClIAMr.D TO 2.)
MOSI OF THE. INPUT V,IRIABLES HAVE SUFFICIENT EXPLANATION IN
THE Gc,11'. S'iSTEM PARA'•1E1GRS SECTIO',, If07;({l'ER TILL FOLLO'^, ING
PARA'• 1]TERS SHOULD BE CALC'ULATI?D AS FOLLO::S.
: * EOU IVALEN. T M ASSES :
SUN GOUIVALENT MASS - J / (BASE RADILS OF SUN) '•2
MILRE 4 IS TIIC MASS MO'-1E` T OF I ",i R:I:1 FU?'. THE SUN.	 THE 01'IiLR
C'OMPWNTS ARE CAl.C'L1\TIiD SIMILAI'.LY, USING TCE CORP FSPO'-DIV;
M(1% 1Fi -c; AND BASr RADII.
-- 1 1 11.1SING COVCTANTS:
FOI'. E(ILALLY SPACED PLANES Till' SUN PHASING CONST1NT^ ARI:
DETEI"'INE'D BY ASSUMING TILE FIRST PLANET MESH HAS A I'll1SING
CON'`> ANT OF ZERO. Tllf ,' RGM:IINING SUN-PLANH PEASIN(: CONSTANTS
ARE. DETEIVI I NEA) BY::
(PLANET # - 1)-) : Till; FRICTIONAL RI:MAINDEV FROM DIVIDING Till'.
NU'•(11GR (1F SLN TE.ET1: 1:'i TAI:: TOTAI. NV%0! OF PL:174M:
MIFIZE THE 'FRACTIONAL RL• AAINDEP.' INDICATES T11" SPACING D1144:11-








CONST:V';T!: FO!' THE RI,' k.-PLr1NET VES1'.I:.S APE DETI W!1NED
:I I L SA'4E WAY IF THE PLANET 11 , AN ODD NUMW- l; OF TEETH, CSI.."G THE
NUMHIEC OF RING TEETH. IC THE' PLANETS HI V E AN 1:1'r%' 1t,?1! ER OF
TE ETH TIN; CONSTANTS AVE M.CLLATED F'02 THE SUN MESaiiS THE.'; 0.5
IS ADDED TO EACH TO OBTAIN. T11E RING-PLANET ME• S11 PHASING
CONSTANTS (KRP), DUE TO THE PING GEAR BEING .5 OFFSET FF(0^; TKE
SUN GEAR.
EX,WPLE CO!,'M- SPONDI';(: IO APPI:NDIN C:
SUN PLANET MESJi— 14/3 - 12 2/3
PLA'•;ET 1, 111 S1 1 (1) - O.
PLANET 2, (2-1) 3 (2/3) _ .6666667
K'31'(2) _ . 6000GG7
PLANET 3, (3-1).(2/3)=1.2333333
KSP( ;) _ .33::3333
RING PLANET ^IESII— (EVEN NUMBER OF PLANET TFET11)
PLANET 1, KI;I'( 1) = KSP( 1) + .5 - .5
PLANET 2,	 I%SP(2) + .5 - 1.1GGGf,G7
KRI' (2) _ . 16 ;0007
PL•1.\GT 3,	 KSI'(3) + .5 
KCP(3)	 .S'C.3323
t* ` BOCNDARI CONDITIWI.S:
AN INITAI AL E!MMAT!' FOP DISPI.A('ENlI:NT ROl'NDAR1•
 CONDITIWIS '•Lli
BE O1;TAINLP BY DIVIDI.NG TIN: 'T TI(' TOOTH LOAD AT T)li : i'ITCH R11)IIS
BY Tll,. T0')T11 SPPI)G R:',TE AT Till: PITCH R l)ICS.
** —t LEVELS O: INPUT
LEVEL I INPUT
Till' FIRST INPUT ITEM l;'ILI. BE THE LEVEL DESI1:E1), FOLLO!CED BY ITE.'1S
2 TIWOUGP 51 AND V.11E is NOTED.
	 Till: OTHER V:ILUFS V;ILL DEFAULT.
Tllii N1 ;TERI:',I, PRO;'; CTIE , LOCATION',* 22 TO 27, DIiFAI'1.1' FOI!
THE TOLERAN' ES ARE SET TO ZERO OR D1:FAULT VALUES BELO. ,
ARE Sc'f TO 0. THERE AM: NO PROFILI: MODIFICATIONS. OTI1EP 1;O',ZE110
DEFAULT VALUES ARE: SURFACE ROUGH)ESS - 25, OIL T17' ,1PI:RAT.1'.F. -
15O F, ti(',TFl!lAl. (ONS1';'-T - 0.1152:;, DAMPIN(; _ .02, AND 0I1. T1•;117





AND A Cli::(':: ON INPUT D,,T,1 CAN BE MADE, It 699. 	 IF CO.' TACT R.1TI0
IS HIGII (GR EATFIZ TIIAN 2) IT MUST BE INPUT IN LO"' 54 & 55.
LEVEL II INPUT
LEVEL 2 REOI;IRES TILE ITEMS RLOLIRED FOR LEVEL 1 PLUS ALL OTHE"..
ITEMS EXCEPT LOCATIONS 64, G5, 91-100, AND 175-192. THE MI. IMLM
INPUT FOR THIS LEVEL 4:OGLD LE LEVEL 1 DATA I'LL'S DA}IPI1G, FLr%SII
TE%'PERATURE DATA, SOLLTION IT;:RATIO`, DATA, AND PHASING CONSTA"STS
DEFAULT VALUES r1I'E ZERO UN LESS INDICATED OTIIERV, ISE [1FL0'.'; .
LE1'F1, III INPUT
L UL 0 REQUIRES :11. 71. ITEMS TO BE INPUT, UNLESS DEFAULT VALUES Al'.I:
INUIC.',TED. THE MI".INIL'; INPUT FOR THIS LEVEL V.'OLLD RE LL1'Ei. 2
DATA.
NOT;::	 FO': IIIG;1 CO',TACT RATIO GEARS (CR > 2. ) , TIIi: USER MUST IN-
PUT TIfL' CP. (LOC 51 A" U 55) . 	 PROGiZ,111 CALC UL.-ITE: RATIO
IF CR < 2.
*** G F A R	 S Y S T F. Ni	 P A R A M E T E R S ***-,.': *::***-*** *_. -^**
LO( • NA'iE	 DESCRIPTION
I	 LE',F.1,	 TRIGC.EI:	 FOR	 LE1EI.	 01 ,	I^PLT DATA
2	 DI'	 DIA'•11:TRAL	 PITCH	 (',01'..M11.	 PLANE)
2	 PSANG	 SUN-PLANET DRIVE SIDE. PRE5 53UVE ANGLE G PD
RI.NG-PLANET COAST SIG;: PPESSUIU: ANGLE C PD
4	 PSANU	 SC\-PLANE.T C'O'AST SIDE PRI SSCPE ANGLE C P,'!
RING-PLANET DVIVE SIVE PRESU',"I ANGLE C I'D
* 1	 0.0	 IF	 I'RF^;SURE ANGLES FOR DRIVIi cZ COAST SIDi'S EQUAL
1) r-1, 	 HELIX	 ANGLE	 C	 I'D
*` 0.0 FOR SPUR GCAPS
G	 \1	 NUML EP Or TEETH ON St', GI AR
7	 N2	 PLANET GEARS
lzi l-cl	 GEAR
9	 Flt l	 AX I 11, FACE 1; IDTI1 OF SUN	 GEAR
10	 1: V.2	 PLANT GEARS
11	 FV.:I	 RING	 GEAV
12	 N	 NUMBER OF PLANET CF:`,RS
12	 l;	 IF	 E	 1	 PLANETAPY	 SI• STE '4, I.1?. ,RING	 GEAV	 FIXED
II-	 K	 2	 STA V	 SYST1 •: k I, I .1 : . , FLANETA 	 CA221YR	 F1:;LD




IF	 I(- ► 	 Nm	 PI.,1NETAPY, I.E. , 	 NO SUN	 AND	 '.0 C'fl'RIER,
PLANET INPUT,	 RING O;:TPUT
I1-	 K -(,	 PLANET1PY	 .`l'i')TI?%l	 V 1711	 FLENIPLE	 PLANET	 CAPPIi'•.;'





*` y ` x * .• C - G AND K = 7 CURRENTLY NOT AVAILABLE
IF K •-G OR K=7 LOC SJ IS REQUIRED FO2 PLANET CAR.^.IE:',
01; RING GEAR RINI STIFFNESS VALUE ALONG TIT LIN,-.*-Ol -
ACTION .
x * FOR K-4 AND RUNOUT ERROR, 	 INPUT LOC 200.
14 TORO AXIAL INPUT TORQUE ON SUN GEAR (OR PLANET IF K-5)
15 RPN1 INITIII. AXIAL ROTATIONAL SPEED OF SUN GEAR
(OR PLANET IF K-5)
16 RI, ',1F FINAL AXIAL ROTATIONAL SPITED OF SU,"t GEAR FO!' SID R A.' is
17 INT'E'L NUMBER OF MAIN INTERVALS THE SPEED RA.i'GE DiVIDED INT(1
FO:: ONE RP,1 ONLY,	 RPM RPMF AND IN.TVL- 1. `*
STEP SIZE -(RPNfF	 -	 I(P'1)/INTVL,	 V;ILL BIi DIVIDED
BY 5 I`; AREAS OF PEAK LOADS
*^;^** GEAR MATERIAL
	 PROPERTIES	 *;**xx****^***^f	 *	 ***:::::^Y***-':;
22 1:1 YOUNGS MODULUS s E-OG OF SUN GEAR	 ( D r'FA::LT - 20. )
23 E2 PLANET GEARS	 "44
24 E3 RING	 GEAR 	 it
	
It
25 MU1 POISSO\S R1TI0 OF SUN GEA1?	 (DEFAULT -	 .30)







*r. r:*r*= G E AR EQUIVALENT A1ASS%S	 •`•*`•* ^* i ^txr.^***r.*^=ra: ^*t.	 •x•r.
2R NIS EQUIVALENT MASS OF SUN GEAR ABOUT ROTATIONAL AXIS
20 MC PLANET CARRIER
30 SIR RING GEAR
21-50 MP(I) PLANET GEARS
**^ NOTE: FOR E-6, 01; K-7SAMI IEP, OR RING MASSM" TOTAL
UNIT,	 NOT SEU-1ENTS.
TRIGGER FO?	 DOUBLE	 HELICAL GrARING	 **-***;^**^***:<*;^*.^-;;
51 DBUEL IF - 0.0 SINGLE HELICAL GEAItIN^ IF PSIO	 .NE.	 0.0
IF -	 1.0 DOUBLE HELICAL GEARING IF PSIO 	 .NE.	 0.0
x	 t	 .. x	 x	 x r.	 x*	 ^:	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 r.	 x	 x	 x	 t	 x	 s.	 x	 x	 ..	 x	 x	 x	 r.	 *	 ..	 ..
END OF LEVEL
	




GE.A2 MESHING DAMPING RATIOS *r.•;***^;•**ax3sx-•,^:--* xr. at
52	 ZSP	 DAMPING RATIO OF SUN-PLANET MESIIES
50	 ZP.I'	 11	 11	 " RING-PLANET MESHES
'NOTE: IF CONTACT Rr.TIO > 2, CRSP AND CRRP MUST BE INPLT, BUT
IF ZERO IS INPUT THE PI(OGRAM WILL CALCULATE FOR CR < 2 ONLY.
54	 CRSP	 INVOLUTE CONTACT RATIO OF SUN-PLANET MESHES
55	 CRRP	 t1	 11	 14	 11 RING-PLANET ME."HE
t * ****x ACTIVE FACE WIDTH VALUES *{*x--**x*xx*x^ *{::`*.r.^:xx*^*x::t:
`NOTE: LOC 56 -. 59 FOR HELICAL GEARS ONLY
5G	 LISP	 INACTIVE SUN-PLANET' F ;Cr WIDTH ON LEFT
57	 L2SP	 11	 19	 14	 11	 11 RIGHT
5S	 L1RP	 INACTIVE lZI',G-PLANET FACE WIDTH ON LEFT
55	 L211P	 11	 11	 44 	 ,1	 " RIGHT
**' ` SUN-PLANET PROFILE MODIFICATION INPUT D ITA
60	 PCTSOD SD AS A PEP.C'ENT OF SOD 0".)
GI	 PCTSOT: SE AS A PERCENT OF SOE (%)
62	 DELD	 DISE';G,1GE\tE.NT TIP RELrEF (IN.), MINIMUM
63	 DELD	 ENGAGE'4ENT TIP RELIEF	 (I. ). >tI,`;I'fL.'t
**NOTE: SIGN CONVENTION—POSITIVE INPUT, MATERIAL REMOVED
* *	 * * * XNI'DX AND XNVEX ARE NOT REOLIRED FOP. LEVEL 2




GG	 PMODfiP PERCENT OF TIP RrLIF.F ON SUN GEAR, EtiGAC.r\1I{NT
67	 PMDSPD Pri.CENT OF TIP RELIEF ON SUN GE 1R, DISENGAGE-4r.-.T
- Z TIP RELIEI- ON PLANET
GS	 DLSP	 TO!.EiG1NCI: AT START OF P!!OFILE MODIFICATION
75	 DL'TOL	 TOTAL TIP RELIEF TOLER INCE (SIN + PL,.NET
AND/W RING + PLANET, DEPENDING ON SiST'EM TYPE)
SOD	 LE"!CTI1 OF DISE',GAGr.'•IrtiT PAI.T OF TIIP: LINIi OF A(TION
SOE °i	 11	 16	 ENGAGEMEN' T	 11	 {t	 11	 11	 fl	 14
SD & SE ARE -111: Si:G'•!r';TS OF THE SOD • SOr THAT ARE USED, V.11rN
PROFILE N'ODIFICATIONS ARr NIADE.
RING-PLANET PROFILE '40DIFICATION INPUT DATA ,"'* `****"
6 1 )	 PTSOD:: SD : '; A PFRC'E'lT OF SOD
70	 PT:^01:a SE AS A PL• !'.CGNT OF S01i
71	 DELD2	 DISENGAGEMENT TIP RELIEF








* * * * LOC ITION 73 AND 74 NOT REQUIRED FOR LEVEL 2 '. * t * *
73	 XNVD\3 DISFNGAGEMENT PROFILE MODIFICATION S1!APE F,XTOR
74	 \NVLX'S ENGAGEMENT PROFILE MODIFICATION SHAPE FACTOR
r. * s ^ ^ * r.
75	 PNIODRP PERCENT OF TIP RELIEF ON PLANET GEAR, ENGAGEMENT
76	 PMDRPD PERCENT OF TIP RELIEF ON PLANET GEAR, DISENGAGEMENT
- 7. TIP RELIEF 0'1 RING GEAR
77	 DLRP
	
TOLERANCE AT START OF PROFILE MODIFICATION
7S	 DLTOL
	
TOTAL, TIP RELIEF TOLERANCE, FOR ROT1l SUN+PLANET
AND/OR RING + PLANET
****** MESH 'MODIFICATION DUE TO FACE WIDTH CROV:NING
80 LECSP LENGTH OF FACE W IDTII CROVI OF ENG.IGEME:,T FOP SP NlESli
81 LDCSP " DISENGAGEMENT F0;'. SP Ml:SK
82 DLI'CSP ENGAGEMENT EDGE RELIEF FOR SP MES11
83 DLDCSP DISENGAGEMENT EDGE RELILF FOR SI' MESA
84 LECRP LENGTH OF FACE WIDTH CROV N OF ENGAGEMENT FOR PP
85 LDCRP 41	 14	 It	 94 	 " DISENGAGEMENT FOI; RI,
 N0)"!
86 DLECRP ENGAGEMENT EDGE RELIEF FO:: RP MESA
87 DLDCRP DISENGAGEMENT EDGi. RELIEF FOP. RP MESH
** ** ** F• LEXIBLE PLANET CARRIER OP. RING GEAR RINI DATA *****^***t
88	 ZCR	 IF K-G, PLANET CARRIER DAMPING RATIO
IF K-7, RING GEAR Ii IM D!!'MPING RATIO
80	 CARVE	 IF K-G PLANET CARRIER STIFFNESS ALONG-THE-I.INE-OF-
ACTION (#/I,;)
IF K-7 RING GEAR RPM STIHNFSS ALONG- TIIE-LINE-OF-
ACTION (#/ IN)
*** *** TOOTH PAIR COMPLIANCE D ATA ***`* •***"***^****`*••"'****'
90	 V:I01;	 IF- 0.0 PREPI;OC'iiSSOR CALULATES TOOTH 1'A II', ('O`• PLIA.N(T
IF - 1.0 INPUT C'OMPLIANC'E DATA IN LOCATIONS 91-101
l0O NOT REQUIRED FOR LEVEL 2 * * * * t * * * * * *
SINGLE TOOTH PAIR SPRINGinn OF SUN-PLANET MESHES






















JG	 SPI:PP	 SINGLE TOO111 PAIR SPRINGRITE OF PING-PI--NET M!'S!!:--S






JJ	 COM1 ;'i!i'	 3
100	 CMiD^P	 4
MIERE S - IS THE LENGTH ALONC THE LINE OF ACTION TO TIM POINT
OF ENGAGEMENT
AND SO - THE LENGTII OF T1IE LINE OF ACTION
* * * * * * .. * * .. r * * * * * * * r. * * * * * * * * r. * * .. * *
101	 IWTZSP IIECTZ STI:ESS FOR COMPLIANCE CALCLLATIO 71 FOP, SL'`.-PLANET
102	 112T'ZCP	 RI";G-1'LANET
TIIE PROGI;A^l V ILL USE 101 AND 102 Ar5 CONSTA' :S FOI; T!!? CO'•1-
PLIANCE Chl,CLLATIONS IF INPUT. DEFAULT V; ILL GSA- C'ALCLL
	 l)
STfiESS THROUCII MESii.
101	 XPSPSi' IF - 0.0 II I.ANL STP.ESS IS ASSUMED FOR SV!;-PL:lN!:T
IF - 1.0 PLANE STRAIN IS ASSLMED FOR SUN-PLANET
10 , ;	 XI'SPRP I; - 0.0	 ST QLISS	 RING-PLANETA
IF - 1.0	 STRAIN	 RING-PLA^ZT
111	 CO' VMd	 IF - 0.0 HELICAL TOOTH IS DIVIDED INTO 10 INDEPENDI";-1
AXIAL SFG`lE'lTS
IF - 1.0 CONVECTIVE COMPLIANCE MATRIN MUST BE INPUT
IN LOCATIONS 701 TO SOO
TOOTH PAII; GEMETRIC DATA **-*'"**"***'^r*^^••14^^ :s.*^
120	 BYPASS IF - 0.0 CF(",IrTPIC PREPROCESSO!; IS USED
IF - 1.0 GE.(WEPI'.IC DATA MUST BE INPUT IN LOCATIONS
121- I;;2
121	 RADTOS pia:;. R iDIUS TO [BASE OF FILLET 01 SUN GE.-Al',
	
( P.C^'j';
122	 R ADTO!'	 PLANET GEARS	 RA!, I LS )
123	 HAI)TOR	 RING GI:AI:
12 .1	 RaGTTS MAN. RADIUS TO TIP OF TOOT;l 0.' SUN G1i16,
125	 Re'.DT IP 	 PLANET GEARS
126	 IZ:IDTI1'.	 RING GEAR
127	 TOOTWf NM IN L TOOTH THICKNESS AT PD OF SUIN CLIP
1: S	 T00 T I ll"	 PLANET GEAR
12'J	 TOOTIIR	 RING GEAI'
130	 R11)FIS MAX. FII.i.ET RADILS OF SUN GE)R
11,1 1	 RAID IP	 PLANET GLAPS












**—:t FLASH TEMPERATURE D.IT:1 **a**^**r.r.t**: **r.**A^:xa*r.**a*e*t.
140	 SROU	 SURFACE IZOUCHNESS (RN1S, MICR0INC11ES)
1 .11	 TOIL	 OIL INLET TEMPERATURE
142 CDIAT MATERIAL C0NSTANT
143	 OILTYP TYPE OF OIL IN GEARBOX
1 FOR MIL—L-23690
2 FOR MIL—L— 7SOS
3 TO BE DETI{R!4INED
4 TO BE DETERMINED
(0 DEFAULTS TO TYPE 1)
SOLUTION ITERATION DATA ***^'*****r.x*^^*«*a.* ***-^:e:t*-.t*
1S0	 TOLER	 ITERATION TOLERANCE FOI'. BOUNDARY CONDITION CO VEP" Nf7i
(". ' 100, DEFAULT FOR LEVEL 1 - .01)
ICI	 \LOOP	 NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR B0UNDARY CONDITION CONI'EPCENCE
NLO01' MAXI,(UM - 20, DEFAULT - "0.
TOOTH PAIR CEOIIETRIC TOLERANCE DATA
1GO	 DLROS	 TOLERANCE ON TIP RADIUS OF SUN GEAR	 (DEFAULT - .0,92)
1G1	 DLROP	 PLANET GEARS	 if	 64"
1G2	 DLROR	 RING GEAR	 4.	 44	 "
1G3	 ESE	 EDGE BEEAI: ON TOPLAND OF ALL GEARS 	 (PrFAULT - .010)
1G4	 DL"{Z	 ROOT RADIUS TOLEPA.NCC OF ALL GEARS	 (DEFACi.T - .OU',))
165	 DLCDN	 CENTE1! DISTAN^CF TOLERANCE (T&,A RD TIGHT MESH)ALL Gi:AR.C3
1GG	 ULCDI'
	
CENTER DISTANCE TOLERANCE (AClY FRO %: TIGHT MESH)
167	 DI`IRT	 MACHINE BACKLASH TOL I.RA`;CE ALI. GEARS *	(DEFAULT - .002)
NOTE: TIN' TOOTH ROOT FILLET RADIUS TOLERANCE - .005 IN THE PREP."%0(7..S^Oi'.
3-DIMENSIONAL FACT0RS FOR SPUR GE •IRS ONLY *^^^`**-^`` ^**
* 175 - 192 NOT REOI:IRED FOR LEVEL 2 * * * 	 * * r:
175	 SPRNRS Ii - 0. RIM BENDING EFFECTS NOT INCLUDYI) IN SUN GE.'lP
( DEFAULT - 10-f-'+10)
IF > 0. BENDING SI'RINGRATG(IN-H/RAD) OF SUN RI`•1
17C	 SPRNBP IF - 0. RIM BENDING EFFECTS NOT INCLUDED IN PLANET Gli1C
(DEFAULT - 10.E+10)
IF > 0. CENDI.NG
 SPRINGRATIi( IN-,%/RAD) OF PLANET RI^1
177	 SPRNIIR IF - 0. RINI BENDING EFFECTS NOT INCLUDED IN RING GEAR
(DI:F:ICI.T * - 1O.E+10)
IF > 0. RE'^DINf. SPI;INGRATIi(I\-/;/RAD) OF RING RINI
175;	 SPVNLS	 RIDIUS FRO'•1 RI`4 TO I'D ({ZE!1lICCU ICITIi 5{';',".;lS) SUN
179	 SPRNI.P RADIUS FROM RINI TO I'D (REOUII1fiD WITH SPRNBP) PLANET




WI":I	 FF1',1)1S	 EFFECTIVE SUN PACE 11; IDTH FA('TO:; AT '1'GOT.I TIP
IF - 0. G)I:F,111T	 1.01
1S2	 ER. D2!,	 EFFECTIVE St'\ F,,CTi WIDTH FACTOP AT FILLFT
IF	 0. (DEF.1ILT - 1.0)
iSi 	 EF1'I)IP
	 EFFECTIVE PL11ET FACE 1('IDT;I FACTOR AT TOOTH Ti}'
IF - 0. (DEFAL'LT - 1.0)
18•1	 ERD2P
	 EFFFCTIVE PLANLT FACE 1tIDTiI FACTOP AT FILLFT
IF - 0. (DEFAULT - 1.0)
1° i	 EFVD11'.
	 EFFECTIVE RINC FACE WIDTH FACT' AT TOO1'Ii TIP
IF	 0. (DEFALLT - l.n)
199	 ER. D2V
	 EFFECTIVE RI',G FACE WIDT:I F IC'TOR AT FILLET
IF - 0. (DEFALLT - 1.0)
197	 STIlSF.^	 STRI:S` PlI ;TP.IL. FACTOI! FO,! END EFFTS AT SLti WIUT;} EI)Gr
I:	 0. (DEFAULT - 1.0)
1 811c	 STRSCS STI:ESS	 F',C'1'0I! I'M END EFFTS AT SUN 11'IDTiI CENT
IF - 0. (DE?ALLT - 1.0)
I"d	 STRSEP STRESS DI;TPIC. FACTO: ,  Ft)" E'^D EFFTS Al ' PLA`: 1',DTi; EDCI:
IF - 0. (DLFALLT	 1.11)
I90	 STR^, (1' STPFSS DISTRIII. FA('TOi! FO;: EtiD EFFTS AT PLAN V.U:ii CFN1
IF	 0. (DEFAULT - 1.0)
191	 STPc)EC 5,TP.ES 5, UISTI'.I:;. FAC'1 . 01! HE END EFFTS AT RI',G 1':DT11 IUD ;::
IF - 0. (IjE."AULT - 1 .0 )
192
	 STESCR STRL-Y) P ISTN It . F 1C'TUR EO^ END F.FFTS AT RING t, DT!! (-I:',T
IF - 0. (DEFACLT	 1.0)
ANGLE. 1•."V0!.	 it*t	 ..._.3t	 ii: f 	+:.i.	 ie.*.t......
195	 HELIX ANCLE EPPOR F01! SUN-PLANLT ME.`).N
196
	 DEI.I'P:'	 {I	 "	 "	 " PIMG - PLANTT ME'-11
1l:7	 DI'l,Pc,'2	 IF DI'.l!'.:I. - 0.0 DELPS2 - 0.0
II
	
	 U(tIl! }. - 1.(1 DIiI.P.`;2 - 1fEi.	 A',GI.E I:!':'.'):! OF I(IC:IT
ll•',LF OF SUN-PL1 7,FT D0^CL1: }I::1.I( ',1. Gi:1!'
193	 1)1:1.1 1 1'.:!	 IF ncI;I:1.	 0.0 DF1.11,1 2	 0.11
IF DC;IEI. - 1.0 DI : 1.1'1!2 - II::LI`i 1'"GLE LRGO!! O: VIGE
Illl.f OF CTNG-I'i.,l',;:T U(iCCLIi ILI:LIC 1. GC'1:.3
x^ *:'•^a	 TOO:I! 1 1 1I11 SI'',CING ER1 1 0R3 e: s:::.....r.x+ •^•,•i•••••a^.:^.^::t
20(1	 DI!	 Sig I!l'.'Ol'1' ERROI! 101! E%TE;'.',.1I.-LXTER':AI, Si\CLF V ILYI 0%.1.1i
(K-4), nI.`1'L:1(1:`:istiT I:RVOI! 01 SL\ C'ENTEV
-NOTI : F0;! 00!1 1 111 III:I.}('lI. (:li•1PS (twin. - I.n) TIE' FII!'.T 10
1'AI,CI'^ OF I I\ 'fill: 1{(I,.1) AIWAYS AR:: I'O:! Tli;: LEFT
	
01.
 'fi!1: 1► i)l'l! LF 1!;:LI(".I. Cnw1	 .1'•1) 'IllC I.•1ST 10 L(f; A'I11 1 ', ,
AVE 1. 11;! 'fill{ RI(.I11 1111E OFTHE DO(,B1.F 111:i.m m. Gl:lll,,
I	 Ti:i.





^......^+.r•+^^ ^.....- -.-	 _. _ .^._....^y., - -' - - -- -
URIGN\:AI_ PAGE 1b
OF POOR QUALITY
221 TO 2 .10	 ES11 (I,1)SUN-PLANET ERROP. ARRAY FOR TOOTH 1
2 ,11 To 2G0	 ESP( 1,2)	 2
2G1 TO 2it0	 ESP( I,R)	 3
2`;1 TO 300	 ESP( I,4i	 4
30l TO 320	 ESP(I 1 5)	 5
321 TO 310	 ERP(I,I)RING-PLA\ET ERROR, ARRAY FOR TOOTH 1
34' TO 360	 ERI'(I,2)	 2
3G1 TO 31 80	 ERI'(I,3)	 a
381 TO 400	 ERP(I,4)	 4
401 TO 420	 ERP(1,5)	 5
*"^"* PLANET GEARS PHASING CONSTANTS -'***^*•• .•**.:.*}"*..:t.
421 TO 440 KSP(I)	 M-PLANET P111SING CONSTANT":' ARRAY
441 TO 463 KRP(I) RING-PLANET PHASING CO\ TANTS ARR ,ii
INITI:'.L ROCNI)AWi CONDITIONS
481 TO 500 XOSI'(I) SUN-PLAtirT INITIAL DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY COND
501 TO 520 XO".P(I) RIN:;-PLANIiT INITIAL DISPI.;CU-1ENT GOB.`: DA1.'1 CO'11)
521 TO 540 X1SP(I) SUN-PLANET INITIAL VELOCITY ROUNDAPY COND
541 TO 5GO XM I (l) RING-PLANET INITIAL VELOCITY ROW"'.DAPY COND
­­—A  PROM", PLOT SELEC'TIO NC
 FOR SPUR GEARS ONLY ' •• ••"* * `* * *'
601	 I'LTLD	 IF - 0 0
Ii - 1.O LOAD PLOTS, '10^k IALIZED LO1D—DYN•111CVSTATIC
602	 PLTI'%'	 II' - 0.0
IF - 1.0 PV	 PLOTS, PRESSURE SI.IDIN('. VFT.O:'ITY
GO'I	 PLTIF^	 IF - 0.0
II - 1 .0 1H v'r-.,. STRI7SS PLOTS
60 . 1	 PLTI'T	 II- - O.O
IF - I.0 FLASH TL''!Pr1'.ATCRE PLOTS
GOI	 PLOTS	 IF - 0.0
IF - 1.0 Sl1 GFAR IILY'V-001) STRESS PLOTS
(;0i,	 PUPS c-: IF - 0.0
IF - 1 .0 5-3'N-PLANET I'I.ANI:T GEAR llrl' MOD STVr)S PLOTS
607	 M.TPP^ II• - 0.0
IF - I.0 RING-PLANET PLANET GEAR IIEY".00 ST;;L'SS PLOTS
GON	 PLTVPS IF - 0.0
IF - I.(I RING GIiAP. IiED1.001) tit?.eSS PLOTS
79
- --	 - - 4--	 - y"
	.*......	 Pr.(,: r.'.^' clu'C:: Pc.; *;:**-^,.-*f !t- * f.-	 *:^*****	 ******-..; *
699	 CIIECl,	 IF - 0.0 R-I GUAR RL\ TO Cf)^::'1.ETI0\
If — 1.0 E V VIS PROGR1N BEI . 01!l U y \;WIC SOLUT10%
TO ALLOF' CHECKING OF I\PLT DATA AND THE
PUPROCESSOP. RCSLLTS
CONVECT1\L CO'•1PI.IA\CF M',TPV,' GOP HELICAL GEARI\G * r.***.:f
CLRRI:NTLT NOT AVVLARLE WITHOUT PRO.RW ALTERATIO N S, IF. CU'•N.ENT
STATEMENTS MUST RE Ra'dOVED
7U1 TO 709 CI.- I TO 9	 L- 1
711 TO 719 LI.- I IO 9	 L-2
721 TO 729 LL-1 TO U	 L-•3
7;:1 TO 7:::) LL-1 TO 9	 L-4
7 1,1 TO 7 .19 LL- I TO 9	 L- 5
751 TO 75(.' LL--I TO 9	 L-G
7,;1 TO 7GU 11^1 TO 9 	 L-7
771 TO 77!) LL-1 TO 9 	 L-8
781 TO 73:' LL-1 TO 9 	 L-9
*	 *	 *	 ..	 ..	 ..	 *	 ..	 *	 t	 *	 f.	 R	 it	 ..	 *	 A	 *	 *	 ..	 f	 *	 *	 *	 1.	 f.	 I,	 ..	 ..	 *	 ..	 .. 	 t	 ..
***-* OLTPLT DES('RIIITI0%
TM: roLi.o..'m i.IST INDICATP: Till : I\1 O:V,VJIO, ;1M) i!!:SL'i.TS Til ,1'
M',T PPLAP IN THE (;lTi'LT, IN Ti!!: O1!I)ER Tl:!.i WILL APPL*41:.
CAS'E TITLi —TI:1: TITLE A\D/02 OTllnR INI • (ll1 1,1710% INI'I'.'' O`• THE GIV-,T
D '%'I' ', CA I'. U .
TIP	 I(	 TilEVE I< I\',LFFICII7:1 TII' C'LEIRANNE, A`,
Ali•11',T':I:'.T IS k1'%Di:	 A',i) ,1 Gila':1(.l: OUTN T 1"ITli.
^LFFICIEVf (i.1:.1R•1 4.CE 11 : OIJAAMD.
1^\(^i.l'Tl'. ►l^^ili'1(",Ti(i\ 'fll;l.f—:^!!(^'...; TIL. PI!Oc::.SSiL)	 01
A% ,; INPL'1 I'I 01: 111 I:	 1.1111S AM: 1 1 PP-1,1) FO:'.
1i\G1GH-fii',T AND	 R1!ICIf INCLL'DC	 AND
^1 .1Sl^a^i Is%0I.CT1: !-:01)IFIC'ATIOV	 DI,1 11,1:TE1! A%D C0l::'!•a110.',1)I\C.
Till' '•a)DIFII:U	 0! Tlii: PV():'IT.I:. Tir!,
U ILL L'1: UI TPI T 10:' Till Sl'\-Pi. i',I::' SIES1i 1`,U/0::
MP-dl 1%	 'ITi: 'flli? (1i1,1;!itiP))',1)11G INPLT VJ1.
I\!'!'1' VII, A.'.!) !'::l:I'L'O('1'`.S1:U Gi 0'•:i:Ti:T(' DAT I i`i








FLEXIBILITY-IF THE FLEXIBLE PLANET CARRIER OPTION IS IN EFFECT
A MESSAGE APPEARS 'I11AT INDICATES THIS. 	 I
ADDITIONAL INPUT DATA-NUMBER OF PLANETS, EQUIVALE';T MASSIES, ETC.
COMPLIANCE CONSTANTS-CALCULATED CONSTANTS FOR FOUPTA ORDER
COMPLIANCE EQUATION.
ITERATED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS-BOUNDARY CONDITION'S PRINTED, FOL-
L09:ED BY THE CURRENT SPEED BEING EXAMINED AND CORPE SPONDING
MAXIMUM LOADS (FOP SUN-PLANET AND/Olt RING-PLANET MESIN'S) .
IF A SPEED SURVEY WAS RUN, THE SPEED CORRESPONDING TO THE
OVERALL MAXIMUM LOAD FP.OA THE RANGE CALCULATED IS OUTPUT
WITH THE MAXIMUM LOAD. THIS IS THE SPEED USED FOR THE
REMAINING CALCULATION'S, I.E. STRESS.
MAXIMUM VALUES-TABLE(S) OF MAXIMUM VALUES CALCULATED APE PRINTED
FOR EACH SUN-PLANET MESA AND/OR RING-PLANET MESA. THESE
WILL APPEAR FOR Til" NO ERP,OR SOLUTION AND EACH ERROl SOLU-
TION. T1t'0 ABBREVIAILIONS APPEAR-PV=PRESSURE SLIDING VELO-
CITY AND PD-PITCH DIAMETEP.
ERROR MATPI%-IF TOOTII SPACING ERRORS ARE INPUT, OR GENERATED
FOR RU\OUT SOLUTION', A TABLE OF ERRORS IS PRINTED P.EFORE







APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE PROBLEM AND DATA SET
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
Diametral Pitch = 8.4667
Pressure Angle	 22.50
Number of Sun Teeth = 14
Number of Ring Teeth = 70 	
f
Number of Planet Teeth = 28
Face Width, Sun b Planets = 1.1811 in.
Face Width, Ring = 1.4184 in.
Input Torque = 30 in. lb.
Input RPM = 7000 rpm
Cd
L
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